An analysis and reflection on the connections between the ANZAC legend and notions of Australian identity, as expressed in popular culture of the 20th and 21st centuries


The ANZAC legend, as expressed in popular culture, has maintained its relevance to the Australian national identity owing to its versatility to reflect the changing of national values of the 20th and 21st century. Popular cultures’ continued evocation of ANZAC legend has assisted in informing ideals of national identity. The historical imagery of the ANZAC legend has enabled political applications to create an imagined community. Cultural artefacts in popular culture illustrate the breadth of the ANZAC legend and its appeal to an increasingly diverse community.

Popular culture is not a post-industrial phenomenon; however, the plethora of cultural artefacts produced by industrialised societies generates increased opportunities for applications of primary sources for historical inquiry (Parker 2011). Popular culture is defined as the culture consumed in day-to-day life (Harrington & Bielby eds 2001). Parker (2011) states that popular — in contrast to ‘high’ — culture is inherently egalitarian, requiring little cultural capital to consume. However, popular culture is not politically neutral, reflecting existing power structures, and autonomy achieved through consumption choices is marginal (Freccero 1999). Popular culture transcends economic and social divisions and consequently is an ideal mechanism for the creation and reinforcement of national identity (Lipsitz 1990). The allegorical nature of popular culture allows a broad sweep of often dissonant narratives to coexist within an imagined communities nationally recognised values (Freccero 1999; Brummett 2011).

The ANZAC legend immortalises the national identity, representing a metaphorical coming-of-age narrative for the recently federated Australia (Blair 2001). McQuilition (cited in Macleod ed 2004) asserts that while the Gallipoli campaign is of parochial importance to Australian popular culture, it stoked a nation-building myth owing to its status as Australia’s first outing as an independent military unit recasting Australia’s autonomous identity. In a pre-public radio or television-broadcast era, selected war historians and official war correspondents were able to create a galvanised and indelible imprint on Australia’s collective memory of the ANZACs embodying ‘reckless valour’, resourcefulness and comradeship. Here, historical fact dissolved into myth (Stephens & Siewert 2003). Moreover, the dichotomy between the undisciplined larrikin and the gallant, duty-bound soldier speaks to the fluidity of collective memory (Donoghue & Tranter 2015). In 1920, the Australian government took legislative action to ensure commercial pursuits did not dilute the ANZAC mythology (Hawkins 2015). Hence, the ANZAC legend is a multifaceted interplay of subjective private experiences and collective public memory, driven from politicians, educators and institutions, in concert with personal connections, whether familial or imagined (Scates et al 2012; Macleod ed 2004). The malleability of the ANZAC legend, with parameters based on specific
Contemporary debates of the ANZAC legend centre on historical accuracy and its ability to enfranchise the community with which it endeavours to connect when viewed through the lens of modern-day morality (Clark 2016). The ANZAC legend creates historical blind spots when conflated with empirical history, rather than viewed as a subjective national memory. Indeed, the ANZAC legend was initially politicised, as a short-term rhetorical device, to incite national pride (Clark & Ashton eds 2013; Williams 1999). Also, contradictory elements of the egalitarian citizen soldier fostering values of mateship and camaraderie and the popular anti-authoritarian characteristic were likely born out of genuine grievances regarding officer advancements in relation to class over merit (Blair 2001). The ‘digger’ narrative effectively ignored individual personalities and wartime realities; instead, it highlighted general qualities of the amiable larrikin, such as resourcefulness and endurance. This ‘digger’ narrative weaves a hegemonic khaki thread through the nation’s collective memory and continues to resist revisionist historical scrutiny (Blair 2001; Donoghue & Tranter 2015). Dixon (2014) asserts that the national memory of war involves a selective amnesia. Applying this selective amnesia to individual private memories effectively decreases the dissonance it creates within the public mythology (Thomson 1990). Possibly the most indefensible facet of the ANZAC legend is the exclusively white, masculinised construct that ignores the Indigenous, feminine and multicultural aspects of Australian national identity that require acknowledgment to meaningfully respond to modern times (Tranter & Donoghue). Thus, while the ANZAC legend has endured it has not done so without criticism.
The first ANZAC Day of 1916 was both solemn and triumphalist, bolstered by sacrifice and the need to create meaning out of immense loss (Crotty & Melrose 2007; Ely 1985). Popular culture is inordinately reflected by youth consumption (Freccero 1999). Figure 1 details the instructions given to address school children in Queensland on the first ANZAC Day, ‘dwelling upon . . . their sacrifices; loyal devotion to duty; our grief at the great loss’ (cited in Queensland State Archives 1916). Lake (2010) asserts the ‘nationalist mythology’ perpetuated in school curriculums romanticises a militarised historical narrative that largely ignores or silences critical historical inquiry. The subsequent entry appealing for national service highlights the use of ANZAC-legend rhetoric to cast the volunteer fighter as oppositional to the ‘shirker’ (Beaumont 2014). By intertwining these qualities with nationally attended commemorative services, the importance of the ANZAC legend was solidified in popular culture (Blair 2001).
As truths of Australian Indigenous history enter the popular consciousness, a cultural anxiety has arisen around the need to reconcile our national history with our national identity (Clark 2016). Attempts to expand the ‘white’ narrative of ANZAC has included playing a didgeridoo from the parapet of the centennial ANZAC Day dawn service (Beaumont 2015) and the installation of the public artwork of Indigenous artist Tony Albert, erected to memorialise the service and sacrifice of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who served in defence of Australia (fig.2). This artwork intersects Indigenous symbolism with traditional ANZAC imagery (Oakley 2015). Ambiguity in the interpretation of memorials increases flexibility of the ascribed meanings that may not be consistent with earlier constructed narratives. (Elias 2009).

Figure 2 Yininmadyemi: thou didst let fall
Source: Peter F Williams (2015)
The traits of mateship and egalitarianism contained within the ANZAC legend have been conveyed smoothly to sport (Donoghue & Tranter 2015). Projected national image of Australia as a sporting nation made for the easy transition of a 1995 AFL football game between Collingwood and Essendon (fig.3) into a tradition supported by consistently sold-out crowds (Pacella 2011). Football transferred the symbolism of ANZAC Day to an easily accessible artefact of popular culture, obliging the growing interest among generations who had not served in a war (Clark & Ashton eds 2013). Consequently, the ANZAC legend grew less political and more celebratory, on what was originally a day of mourning (Murray 2009). Similarly, the commodification process of popular culture allows diverse individuals the ability to purchase their place within the national identity (Pacella 2011). These tangible representations of the ANZAC legend speak to the legend’s resilience (Seal, 2011).

Australia has invested significant political and social value into the ANZAC legend for a vehicle of expression of national identity. The ANZAC legend is increasingly malleable to maintain the social cohesion of national identity. The ANZAC legend can be deployed in a range of moods from sombre to celebratory in the interest of motivating popular participation. Consequently, the ANZAC legend has maintained its relevance to the Australian national identity.
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